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S T R AT E G Y C O N C E P T : H A B I TAT S P I N E

INTRODUCTION
The backbone of this strategy relies on the implementation of a spine of habitats adjacent to three towns within the Garnock Valley: Kilbirnie, Dalry and Kilwinning.
This strategy involved through an open investigation on
the identity/ individuality of the landscape and settlements. This investigation had three main objectives to
identify places of identity, places with loss of identity
and then hidden gems.
The places with loss of identity Kilbirnie, Dalry and Kilwinning were used as starting points for opportunities
for strategies. This identity investigation lead to a new
thread of interest and questions about the relationship
between habitats, nature, conservation, communities
and identities. These formed the basis for the Habitat
Spine Strategty

OBJECTIVES

ECOLOGICAL BENEFIT
CREATION OF A HABITAT SPINE WILL OFFER
A NEW CREATION OF A WILDLIFE CORRIDOR
WITHIN THE LANDSCAPE ALSO CONNECTING SMALLER WILD LIFE CORRIDORS IN THE
FARMLAND MATRIX

CONNECTIVITY
CREATION OF A HABITAT SPINE WILL OFFER
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A NEW PEDEASTRAIN-CYCLE ONLY ROUTE BETWEEN THESE
TOWNS HELPING CONNECT PEOPLE TO
EACH OTHER AND TO NATURE BENEFITING
WELLBEING AND REDUCING THE CARBON
FOOTPRINT

P L AC E I D E N T I T Y
CREATION OF A HABITAT SPINE WILL OFFER AN CREATE A SENSE OF SPACE AND
PLACE CREATING A NEW IDENTITY TO THESE
TOWNS OF SOCIAL DECLINE
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Places with distinct Identity
Irvine

Ardeer Peninsula

Ardossan Harbor +
Saltcoast + Stevenson

- New Town ‘The Big
Idea’

- Post-Industrial
- Coastal
- Ecological rich
- Point of Transition

- Connection between
Isle of Man
- Strong history
- Coastal/ Marina

Eglinton Park

Dalry Surroundings

Muirshiel Country Park

- Main Green Space for
Kilwinning but a
Connecting area
Between the two towns

- Unique Farm Matrix
- Wind energy farm

- Typical Scottish
Landscape

Places with Identity Loss
Kilbirnie

Dalry

Kilwinning

- Although more
Affluent no distinction
from other towns

- Small town centered
Around 5 streets
- Stagnant

- Small town no distinction of other towns in
The area

Hidden Gems
Irvine

Irvine (River Mouth)

Ardeer Peninsula

- The history of Irvine
the different types of
Architecture

- The character of the
harbor-side town
- River-side

- Unique History
- Coastal walk/ Vistas
- Ecological rich
- Dynamic views

Ardossan Harbor

Darly Surroundings

Lochwinning

- History of Marina
- Tourist point to go to
Isle of Man

- Iconic Wind farm vistas
- Iconic Farmland Matrix

- Ecology Rich
- Example of Garnock
Connections ecological
Mission

P L AC E S W I T H D I S T I N C T I D E N T I T Y
These selected places below are places that have a certain CHARACTER or ELEMENT that
make that space unique. Whether that character is considered an object of aesthetic beauty
is not considered in this initial identity map as a ‘foreigner’ to this landscape no matter aesthetically pleasing or not these places made an impression.
IRVINE
A town of OPPORTUNITIES and MIS- OPPORTUNITIES as it was a designated new town in
1996. The structure of the town and the architecture makes it so special as it is evident where
the OLD and NEW meet. This town is both COASTAL and RIVERA.

ARDEER PENINSULA
The Ardeer peninsula although BARREN in the existence of people has STRONG ECOLOGICAL
VALUE and VISTAS of the SEA. It has an INDUSTRIAL HISTORY. The TOPOLOGY is interesting
and evidence of humans sculpting the landscape.

ARDOSSAN HABOR + SALTCOATS + STEVENSON
These THREE TOWNS together have a distinct identity revolving around the HARBOR and the
EGLINTON DOCK. It is a stopping point for FERRIES to the ISLE OF ARRAN. Saltcoats has a
strong SALT industry linked to the Firth of Cylde.

ELLINGTON PARK
This PARK is very interesting in the way that it is one of GREEN CONNECTION between KILWINNING and IRVINE. Based on Edwardian landscape and estate surrounding Ellington Park.
It is a GREAT OPPORTUNITY for more COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES.

DARLY SURROUNDINGS
Darly’s urban center is rather standard Scottish town however, the FARM MATRIX surrounding the town is quite AESTHETICALLY BEAUTIFULLY. There is also noticeable WIND ENERGY
FARMS. This landscape is a LANDSCAPE OF PRODUCTION and has this DYNAMISM

MUIRSHIEL COUNTRY PARK
Muirshiel Country Park is full of history and is a prime EXAMPLE of what a SCOTTISH LANDSCAPE is today. It’s a point in the LANDSCAPE that is the SYNTHESIS between TRANSFORMATION of LAND, HISTORY, RECREATION.

P L AC E S W I T H L O S S I D E N T I T Y

KILBIRNIE, DARLY and KILWINNING places seem to have lost some of their
identity in terms of character, individuality, scenery and activity. These
towns are places of transition apart from their local communities people
commute to bigger towns and cities like Glasgow or Irvine. They are also
what we may call clone towns.
The collage above is a photo-collage with images from all the three towns
and emphasizes the loss of individuality at first glance.

HIDDEN GEMS

1. ARDEER PENINSULA (POST- INDUSTRIAL)
2. RIVER BANKS AND CHARACTER OF IRVINE NEAR THE RIVER MOUTH
3. WIND FARMS DALRY
4. BIRD WATCHING IN IRVINE ( BIRD HABITAT )
5 .OLD RAILWAY (POST- INDUSTRIAL TRAIL)
6. SAND DUNE COASTAL WALK STEVENSON- IRVINE
7. WETLANDS ( GARNOCK CONNECTIONS)
8. RIVERSIDE WALKS

INFORMING STRATEGY: HABITAT MAP
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Coastal Habitats
Farmland Habitats
Native Woodland Habitat
Mixed Woodland Habitat
Ancient Woodland Habitat

H A B I TAT M A P
This habitat map is based on the previous group work
looking at the materiality of the landscapes which
evolved in looking at the identity of habitats. The four
main habitats: Riparian woodland/ wetlands, Woodland,
Coastal and farmland matrix is illustrated in this map.
This four habitats are distinct to this area
This was used to inform the survey for the places of
identity loss : Kilbirnie, Darly and Kilwinning.

COMMUNITY SURVEY
As part of the strategy, to investigate how the community uses the landscape a survey was completed. This
survey focused on participants in the towns of loss of
identity. Kilbirnie, Dalry and Kilwinning. The results of
this survey influenced the community map on the next
page. There were only 4 questions to keep the survey
short and easy and were spread out in the community
centers of those three towns.

The first question was to ask them
about their favorite place in town and
analyze if it was more of a place in nature or a place revolving cultural activities.

The second question was based on the
idea that the people in these towns
commute to other towns and even
Glasglow. This was to indicate which
routes were more important in North
Aryshire

The third question asked the community which habitat they preferred or
identified themselves with more. To see
whether they spent most time near the
river or in the woodlands or near the
coast.

The fourth question asked the community how they value outdoor recreation
as the habitat spine would be centered
mainly around walking routes.

INFORMING STRATEGY: COMMUNITY
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Preferred Walking routes
Voted Scenic Spots
Identified with Wetlands and Riparian Woodlands
Identified with Woodlands

Existing Woodlands highlighted by the Community
Existing River Routes and Wetlands highlighted by the Community

COMMUNITY MAP
This map is a synthesis of the survey answers taken
place in Kilbirnie, Dalry and Kiwinning. This map indicates the communities approach to the habitats near
by. The overall conclusions were that the community of
Kilbirnie identify themselves more with views and walks
near the river while Dalry and Kilwining are more focused on the nearby woodlands. This was supported by
marking their favorite recreational outdoor walks. The
community in Kilbirnie selected for walks near the river
or the reservoirs while Dalry and Kilwining’s community
selected walks around wooded estates or small forests.
Hence, in creating a habitat spine running alongside
these towns this preferences would be taken into account paired with conservation current strategies and a
more landscape architecture approach.

INFORMING STRATEGY: CONSERVATION
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Existing Woodland Proposal (Garnock Connections)
Existing Wetland Proposal (Garnock Connections)

C O N S E R VAT I O N M A P
This conservation map illustrates habitat initiatives that
have already been implemented or due to be implemented in the next few years. This habitat projects strive
to enhance and protect woodlands , the areas around
the river Garnock , bog sides and sand dunes. Hence,
also protecting bird species, bees, otters and many other
species. They also strive to raise awareness for people
living in the Garnock Valley catchment and bring them
closer to nature and their historical heritage. This layer
can be used to inform the location of the habitat spine
within this landscape as creation of a new habitat corridor could implement habitat initiatives already put in
place.

INFORMING STRATEGY: SYNTHESIS
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Settlements
Existing Major Routes
A7 National Cycling Routes
Railway Routes

MOVEMENT
One of the main objectives of the habitat spine is to
facilitate the movement between these towns. However,
this strategy focuses on the movement of pedestrians
and cyclists to improve the overall carbon footprint,
wellbeing and traffic. This map helped find a possible
viable route for the habitat spine. The Habitat spine will
be created around a new river route from Lochwinnoch
to Irvine. This river route will be pedestrian cycle only
and move through the woodland and riparian habitats
created in the landscape.

INFORMING STRATEGY: HABITAT SPINE
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PROPOSED WOODLAND HABITATS

PROPOSED RIPARIAN HABITATS

PROPOSED NEW RIVER ROUTE

URBAN SETTLEMENTS

H A B I TAT S P I N E
Collecting all the important points from the three previous layers: The community, The Conservation and The
Role as a Landscape Arcthiect. This strategy map starts
to locate in general where the different created habitats would be located and the extend of their spread.
The shades of green representing the creation of new
woodland and the blue representing the creation of
new riparian woodland. This are all centered around the
creation of a new river route along the Garnock River.

